Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger

Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger, at the National Auto Museum, 2012.
This document is to provide an overview of the Shelby American built, “Prototype” Sunbeam Tiger.

Within the document, for clarity and accuracy, this car may be simply referred to as the “Shelby Prototype Tiger.”
Though there is a good amount of detail within this piece, it is only a brief synopsis of what has been collected by
the past owners of this vehicle. Past owners, period and marque experts have assisted in an effort to provide the
most accurate informational document. There is additional documentation and memorabilia that goes with this
vehicle, but not all of it will fit into a single, somewhat concise document.
Original Idea and Construction at Shelby American
The early 1960s had shown that the Sunbeam Alpines had been enjoying reasonable success in the US, both as a
competent production sports car, but also in competition against various other small bore adversaries in SCCA
road racing. Rootes Group (Sunbeam’s parent company) West Coast Sales Manager received a bit of feedback
from Jack Brabham, after a race and win in a Sunbeam Alpine, to suggest a more powerful engine in the Alpine
chassis. Garrad garnered sufficient interest from a few executives at Rootes Group (though not Lord Rootes
himself), and approached Shelby about building a prototype.

Originally constructed in the Shelby American shop on Princeton Drive in Venice, in early 1963, this car became
the model example that more than 7,000 production Sunbeam Tigers followed. The Princeton Drive location is
where the Shelby Cobras, the Shelby Racing Cobras and first 20-odd GT350’s were built, before Shelby moved to
the larger warehouse at Los Angeles Intl. Airport (LAX).
Carroll Shelby put the very talented George Boskoff on the Shelby Prototype Tiger effort, with additional guidance
and assistance provided by the incomparable, Phil Remington. Ken Miles did the shakedown and fine tuning of
the car at Riverside Raceway, just prior to sending it off to England for review by Lord Rootes and other engineers
and executives at Rootes/Sunbeam.
The Shelby Prototype Tiger received a bunch of modifications from it’s Alpine base. The firewall was moved back
more than four inches to allow for the engine to be placed further back. The Alpine’s worm and sector steering
was removed and replaced with a proper rack and pinion set-up. The rack and pinion steering provided great
steering response, a lower mounting location, and more room for a properly placed Ford V8. The Prototype also
received a larger radiator and Borg-Warner T10 transmission. Every one of these changes made their way into the
first production Sunbeam Tigers.
Additionally, this car also received a number of additional parts from early Cobras. An early 260 Ford V8 as
installed in the first several Cobras, a Harrison surge/overflow tank, and the Lucas generator that also drives the
mechanical tachometer.
Lord Rootes and the others that tested the Shelby Prototype Tiger in England, just loved the car, and they
immediately began the effort to source the right parts from Ford, and begin the efforts to build the production
Sunbeam Tigers.
One additional bit of work that was carried out by Shelby American to the Shelby Prototype after the initial test in
England was to fit the car with one of the High Performance (HiPo) 289s. This motor is still in the car today. An
original HiPo 289 engine was never added to any production Sunbeam Tiger. Even the MkII Sunbeam Tigers built
in 1967, which received 289 cu. In. motors, didn’t receive the 271hp High Performance 289. Period Shelby
American documentation, Rootes Group Purchase Orders and other documentation included in the photo section
later in this document further note this work to have occurred in 1964.
Today, the Shelby Prototype Tiger remains in remarkably original spec and condition. Besides an exterior repaint
in the 1990s and some undercar exhaust work, nearly everything is as it was installed by Shelby American in 1963.
Helping to preserve this cars originality was marque expert, William “Bill” Carroll, Carroll owned this car from
1976 to 2006. Not only was Carroll an initial instigator in the creation of the Shelby Prototype Tiger, he also wrote
one of the best books on the topic of Sunbeam Tigers (Tiger: An Exceptional Motorcar). Carroll sold the Prototype
to the current owner, Doug Lyle, who has only further preserved the car “as it was.”
Additionally, all the applicable experts on Sunbeam Tigers, like William “Bill” Carrol, Norm Miller and Paul Reisentz
have confirmed this car is the Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger.

Photos of the Shelby Prototype Tiger in Period

In this Allen Kuhn photo above, sits Miss California. Notice the center console and speedometer correction decal
on the dash. You can also just barely see the headrest on the passenger seat. The Ken Miles Prototype sits in
the background.

Photos of the Shelby Prototype Tiger in Period (continued)

Here's Tony Curtis getting ready to take the car for a spin. Notice the wire wheels. The 260 badges and three
red stripes are visible on the top boot cover. Photo courtesy of Norm Miller.

Shelby American Documentation Outlining 289 Install in Period

Rootes Group Purchase Order for 289 Install by Shelby American, in April, 1964

NOTE: 260 cu. in. to be traded in, in lieu of labor to remove and replace.

Shelby Note Stapled to Rootes Group Purchase Order for 289 Install by Shelby American, in April, 1964

NOTE: Shelby note referencing that a credit for the 260 will be given when it is sold.

Current Photos of the Shelby Prototype Tiger

George Boskoff standing just to the right of his Shelby Prototype Tiger at Laguna Seca Celebration of Tigers.

George Boskoff standing in front of the Shelby Prototype Tiger he built.

The car was painted in the 90's but they left the three stripes and Moonstone paint untouched on the boot cover.
These stripes may have extended on the trunk in its early life.

Parts that were taken off the car and replaced over the years have been kept with the car.

These are the same seats that Lord Rootes sat in during his test drive.

John Morton (also ex-Shelby American), and George Boskoff driving the Shelby Prototype Tiger.

The engine bay as of today, looking much the same as it did in 1964.
The car maintains its Harrison overflow tank, Cal Custom air cleaner, and Lucas generator with tach drive on the
back.
The Prototype was originally constructed with a 260 cubic inch motor. As George Boskoff recounts he was sitting
on the stairs in the Shelby workshop and Carroll Shelby came out of the office and informed George that he
wanted him to put one of those cobra motors in the little white Alpine. George wasn't thrilled but he agreed to
accept the challenge.
Rumor had it that Ian Garrad wanted a little more power so when the car returned from England it headed back
to Shelby American for a High Performance 289 transplant.

Early 260 motors had 6" spacing on the motor mount holes while the later 260s and 289's had 7" spacing.. They
didn't bother to change the motor mounts but instead just added tabs to extend the mount spacing to 7"
Picture below show the quickly executed additions to allow the 260 mounts to be used on the HiPo 289 installed
in 1964.

At the 2015 Shelby employees reunion, the current owner met Jere Kirkpatrick, a Shelby American employee from
1963-1968.
Jere described in detail how he put a High Performance 289 in the Shelby Prototype. Jere worked in the
production shop building street Cobras. Jere said that his boss Leonard Parsons had instructed him to put a High
Performance 289 in the car that Boskoff had built. Jere described how he had to bash the firewall in order to get
the carburetor to fit. When the current owner opened the hood, Jere pointed to the small dent in the firewall by
the carburetor and proclaimed it was his handy work.
George has heard the stories about the Tiger firewalls and sledge hammers and wants nothing to do with them.
George is a perfectionist and that's not the way he fabricates. George has even implored that the current owner
fix the dent by the carburetor because he didn't want anyone thinking that was his work.

(ABOVE) Jere Kirkpatrick and the Shelby Prototype Tiger
(BELOW) Jere Kirkpatrick and George Boskoff Discussing the Shelby Prototype Tiger

Motor Trend Article on the Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger

Motor Trend Article on the Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger (continued)

Motor Trend Article on the Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger (continued)

Automobile Quarterly Article Detail on Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger

Automobile Quarterly Article Detail on Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger (continued)

Automobile Quarterly Article Detail on Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger (continued)

Automobile Quarterly Article Detail on Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger (continued)

Automobile Quarterly Article Detail on Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger (continued)

Automobile Quarterly Article Detail on Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger (continued)

Automobile Quarterly Article Detail on Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger (continued)

Octane Article on the Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger

Chain of ownership for the Shelby Prototype Sunbeam Tiger
Rootes Group (Sunbeam, 1963-1965-ish)
Sold as a used car through Hungerford British Cars, Escondido, CA.
William (Bill) Carroll, 1976-2006
Doug Lyle, 2006-present

